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Abstract

This study presents a framework for estimating the value of response time and quantifying the economic impacts of improved responsiveness and increased service capacity in emergency response systems. In these systems, the value of response time, defined as the number of casualties rescued, forms the basis for understanding the value proposition of the emergency system. Efficiency gains from improved responsiveness are calculated by the difference in the time value function, considering the medical department emergency system as a benchmark. Based on the evaluating systems for welfare gains from price changes, this study will be the first of its kind to adopt the compensating variation method to deal with welfare gains from increased emergency service capacity, while the issue of number of casualties rescued forms the log-linear function of emergency service capacity and supply capacity. Two civil aviation accidents are empirically estimated, illustrating our approaches with specific civil aviation accident cases and examining how other parameters affect improved performance from the responsiveness and welfare arising from service capacity.

1. Introduction

Our research is motivated by the fact that, in the event of an aviation accident, the likelihood of human injury or even death is high. Furthermore, the ramifications of such an event can have a significant effect on the reputation and economic well-being of a country’s air transportation industry [1]. Furthermore, practical data presented in rail accidents and earthquake disasters [2, 3] show that, after a disaster occurs, the number of deaths accumulates more quickly at the beginning and then accumulates slowly until reaching the limit. From above high death speed at the beginning of disaster and the huge losses in a disaster, rescuing casualties as soon as possible after the occurrence of natural or man-made disasters, as well as emergency response capacity become critical.

Considering the responsiveness and service capacity as the two key factors in the emergency response system, to design time-efficient and value-efficient emergency logistics for airport and medical emergency department may be desirable, but the process of design is hampered by knowledge, methods, and other types of limited capabilities, especially when the probability of occurrence is extremely low. Thus, given these difficulties and the significance of an aviation emergency, there is a need to make sense of changes in the response time value from when a civil aviation accident occurs and how increased responsiveness and improved service capacity affect emergency response performance because knowing the gains of improved responsiveness and increased service capacity will help in the formulation of time strategies and service resource distributions. This research is driven by this need.

Consequently, our paper will address the following questions: firstly, how the response time value curve after a civil aviation disaster can be described to help emergency managers make sense of the disaster dynamic situations? Secondly, improving the responsiveness can reduce disaster losses based on the death rate function, so many airports build emergency center to conduct the fast-preliminary response, but how does this fast-preliminary strategy improve...
emergency performance? Thirdly, enhancing the service capacity is another method to reduce disaster losses, so how does the service rate of emergency response affect the welfare of the emergency response system?

The researches about emergency management focus on emergency preparation, response, recovery, and such operation actions [4]. Thus, this paper takes the first kind of effort to research the above strategic questions. Firstly, a general function of death rate is proposed based on the death rate curve from real data, and response time value can be calculated by integrating the death rate function from the time of response to the time of stability (i.e., the death rate reduces to zero). Secondly, to estimate the benefit of responsiveness improved by the fast-preliminary strategy, the paper tries to determine the difference in the death rate function before and after introducing the airport’s fast-preliminary strategy. In this instance, the service capacity of the fast-preliminary strategy is constant. Finally, as the service capacity is enhanced, on one hand, the death rate may decrease a lot. However, on the other hand, the welfare, which is defined as the soft and hard investment in emergency rescue, may increase a lot. Referring to the methodology developed to estimate the changes in welfare resulting from price changes, we also try to apply Hicks’ compensating variation [5] to estimate the welfare gains from improved service capacity made available through a stronger capacity for emergency supplies.

Our research builds on an emergency response system for civil aviation disasters near the airports. In this system, we separate it for two subsystems: one is airport’s fast-preliminary response system and one is medical department response system, which are both complementary. Practically, the airport takes a first step to decrease the death rate by putting out a fire, evacuating and classifying the wounded. However, the medical department has the ability to control the death rate, with the problem of relatively slow response speed. Our integrated emergency system, on one hand, reduces the response time uncertainty and, on the other hand, eases the constraint by resources. Consequently, measuring the benefits of responsiveness and welfare of service capacity is regarded as quantifying the gains of constraints of time uncertainty and resource shortage.

Essentially, the resulting estimates of response time value, benefit from increased responsiveness, and welfare gains from improved service capacity will have significant economic and public policy implications, especially as government and emergency managers try to understand and evaluate the value proposition of a comprehensive emergency plan.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature pertaining to salvability value change over time and benefits stemming from an improved response time or service rate in the emergency response system. Section 3 presents assumptions abstracted from the real world to simplify research problems and plots the response time value curve. Section 4 develops a method to measure the benefits from increased responsiveness and conducts a sensitivity analysis of key parameters. Then, Section 5 develops a methodology to measure welfare gains from the improved service rate by airport. In Section 6, we apply our results to cases and design numerical cases. Finally, relevant conclusions and implications are drawn in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Dealing with emergency management is a complex process. Extensive researches have been conducted on the management of emergency preparation, response, and recovery [6]. In emergency preparation phase, researches demonstrated that optimal decisions for location and inventory of emergency materials have a direct impact on the responsiveness and capacity of emergency response [7–9]. The distribution and transportation of emergency resources are the main decisions in the process of emergency response [10, 11]. The emergency recovery is a stage to cope with the debris and rebuild the facilities [12], which attracts less attention compared to preparation and response. In all above three stages, the most complicated and uncertain phase is the emergency response, because of the violation situation and lack of information. So, reviewing the achievements of emergency response, deciding models were proposed with the constraints of arriving time uncertainty and resources shortage, and our paper essentially measures these two constraints. For an emergency response process constrained by resources and uncertain durations, Liu et al. [13] paper presented a method based on an E-Net that is a Petri net-based formal model. In addition, both Rawls and Turnquist [14] and Meng et al. [9] also built the stochastic models with the constraints of resources shortage and time uncertainty. Although emergency managers have a growing interest in designing for time-sensitive emergency logistics constrained by resources and uncertain time, there is little research on how to measure the exact value of response time or emergency service capacity, and the issue of how to quantify an emergency response system has been ignored.

To answer the problem of how to measure the exact value of response time or emergency service capacity, literatures related to time value, responsiveness, and service capacity should be referred to in constructing our research. These literatures not only provide us with ideology and methodology, but also help us for our modeling and verifications of the integrated emergency response system.

2.1. Time Value in Emergency Response System. As demonstrated, a faster response in business processes increases competitive advantage, which can be measured by time value [15]. Furthermore, Carmon et al. [16] examined waiting cost from a psychological perspective, illustrating that the accumulated psychological cost is the marginal increasing function of waiting time. These two literatures provided the theoretical basis of response time analysis for business service schemes. As known, emergency response process is more sensitive to time, and Pons et al. [17] verified by hospital real data that a survival benefit was identified when the response time was within 4 minutes for patients with intermediate or high risk of mortality. Berg et al. [18] empirically illustrated how to value patients’ time using a contingent valuation method in the health emergency system, where patients’ time includes waiting and service times. Chen et al. [19] proposed an assessment
concept model for emergency response phase by analyzing the influencing factors of during-incident process assessment and provided mitigability, rescuability, and recoverability as three dimensions to quantitatively characterize the evolution of incidents and corresponding responses. Earlier works motivate our models, and a significant difference between one of our models and previous research on emergency response systems is the saving value from the responsive actions we explicitly capture, which we refer to as response time value.

2.2. Responsiveness in Emergency System. Response time represents responsiveness and improving responsiveness is significant. For example, an empirical estimating study demonstrated 13 deaths per year because of the delayed response in one Australian emergency department [20]. As such, numerous researchers contributed to the development of a design strategy to improve the responsiveness of the emergency system. Furthermore, most published models for emergency service management are proposed to improve responsiveness based on management science, and many are applied to implement new policies and practices, particularly in policing and firefighting [21]. Both Saghafian et al. [22] and Song et al. [23] came up with queuing strategies in emergency department to improve responsiveness; they measured the performance of strategies by the reduced waiting time with or without increasing costs. However, all above literatures just studied the means to increase the responsiveness in emergency department; with further effort, some literatures calculated the operational costs of the means. Motivated by several strategies to improve responsiveness, we attempt to evaluate the benefits arising from improved responsiveness, which can help analyze the separated or synthesized efficiency of different strategies.

2.3. Service Capacity in Emergency System. Investing in emergency service capacity can reduce response time more than nonresponsive action and decrease costs more than repositioning [24]. In addition to this advantage, the results of Aksın et al. [25] showed that the probability of abandoning service would increase as the service quality degrades for high priority callers. Thus, emergency managers have become increasingly interested in investing in emergency service capacity. Nohrstedt [26] and Yi et al. [27] positively related service capacity to service delivery and effectiveness of treatment for emergency rescue in emergency management systems. Designing a dynamic resource distribution mechanism can reduce the probability of excessive response times and substantially smooth the workload of emergency crews [28]. In terms of evaluation, few works have researched the methods to quantify the performance of service capacity. Novak and Sullivan [29] evaluated accessibility to emergency services through a road network referred to as critical closeness accessibility. To fill the research gap from the theoretical and empirical perspectives, we represent a first effort by applying the consumer surplus methodology to measure welfare from increased service capacity. In this regard, Hausman [30] developed a closed-form solution to measure compensating variation under standard linear or log-linear demand functions.

The review shows that little empirical effort has focused on examining the effect of response time in terms of response time value, the effect of improved responsiveness, and the effect of increased service capacity. In order to effectively deal with the difficulties in fuzzy knowledge for emergency response systems, our study takes a business perspective on how to make emergency response beneficial, builds on existing studies by introducing a benefit measurement that utilizes economic and compensating variation approaches, and verifies the constraints of emergency resources shortage and time uncertainty.

3. Assumption and Time Value Curve

3.1. Assumption and Relevant Notation. In this paper, we assume that (1) the death rate after a disaster is a non-monotonous function of the passing time. This assumption can be explained by Figure 1 and Figure 2 in the introduction. (2) The measured time value can be understood as how much effort the response action needs to prevent casualties from dying, represented by the number of rescued lives. However, the economic and social value of a person may differ between casualties, making it difficult to measure the response time value. From another perspective, the value of life is not easily measured; thus, we regard the value of life as

![Figure 1: Death rate curve after the occurrence of an accident.](image1)

![Figure 2: Time value curve after the occurrence of a civil aviation disaster.](image2)
equal, which is supported by the compensation mechanism in China and worldwide. (3) All fast-preliminary responses by airports have limited capacity. Therefore, the main function of airports’ fast response is to control and decrease the death rate, not to stop death, which needs a more powerful capacity. This assumption is reasonable, because of the serious consequences associated with civil aviation accidents and the limited emergency supplies providing relief to those in need. (4) The responses of medical departments have stronger ability; therefore, we assume that their response can completely stop people from dying. The stronger service abilities of medical departments overestimate the relieved casualties; thus, this assumption would underestimate true gains derived from increased responsiveness. (5) The response time of airports’ fast-preliminary responses satisfies \(0 \leq t_a \leq \tau\), and the response time of medical departments satisfies \(\tau \leq t_b \leq T\), where \(t_a\) and \(t_b\) represent the response time of airports, \(\tau\) means the critical time during a disaster, and \(T\) denotes the natural ending time for a disaster without taking action.

For the purpose of our analysis, the following notations are used:

\(t\): waiting time after the occurrence of a civil aviation accident;

\(\tau\): critical time during the disaster responsive phase;

\(T\): natural ending time for a disaster without taking action;

\(t_a\): response time of airports in the integrated emergency response system;

\(t_b\): response time of medical departments in the medical department response system;

\(t_d\): response time of medical departments in the integrated emergency response system;

\(\nu(t)\): the death rate, a nonmonotonous function of waiting time;

\(V(t)\): the responsive time value function;

\(u\): service rate of airports’ fast-preliminary response;

\(A, B\): two positive constant variables in the death rate function;

\(\alpha\): the time elastic parameter of death rate when the death rate decreases.

\(\beta\): the time elastic parameter of death rate when the death rate decreases.

3.2. Model and Time Value Curve. Referring to the practical data on deaths in the Wenchuan earthquake, road crashes, and railway accidents, the death rate curve can be described similarly in Figure 1 with time passing [28, 31, 32]. Thus, we assume the death rate function as follows. Generally, the piecewise function is adopted to describe types of nonmonotonous functions [33] when the dependent variable first increases and then decreases with the independent variable.

\[
\nu(t) = \begin{cases} 
Ar^\alpha & 0 \leq t \leq \tau, \\
-B(t-\tau)^\beta + At^\alpha & \tau \leq t \leq T. 
\end{cases}
\] (1)

As shown in Figure 1, the death rate function is continuous, and this assumption is available, which leads to the following relationship:

\[
B = \frac{Ar^\alpha}{(T-\tau)^\beta}. 
\] (2)

Using the integral theory, we calculate the time value function for responsiveness when the responsive time value is measured by the total number of people who will avoid death.

For every possible response time \(t\), \(\forall t \in [0, \tau]\), then

\[
V_1(t) = \int_0^\tau Ax^\alpha dx + \int_\tau^T (B(x-\tau)^\beta + At^\alpha) dx,
\]

\[
\frac{dV_1(t)}{dt} = -At^\alpha \leq 0, \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2V_1(t)}{dt^2} = -A\alpha t^{\alpha-1} \leq 0, \tag{4}
\]

\(\forall t \in [\tau, T]\), we have

\[
V_2(t) = \int_\tau^T (B(x-\tau)^\beta + At^\alpha) dx,
\]

\[
\frac{dV_2(t)}{dt} = At^\alpha \left(\frac{(t-\tau)^\beta}{T-\tau} - 1\right) \leq 0, \tag{5}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2V_2(t)}{dt^2} = At^\alpha \beta \left(\frac{t-\tau}{T-\tau}\right)^{\beta-1} \geq 0.
\]

In the whole,

\[
V(t) = \begin{cases} 
V_1(t) & 0 \leq t \leq \tau, \\
V_2(t) & \tau \leq t \leq T. 
\end{cases}
\] (5)

From above response time value function, we can find that (1) the response time value function is continuous in time window \([0, T]\); (2) the function is a monotonically decreasing function of response time; (3) the decreasing speed reaches the maximum when \(t = \tau\); (4) the function is a concave function in \([0, \tau]\) and then becomes a convex function during \([\tau, T]\).

A complete analysis of the characteristics of the response time value function describes the time value curve for responses, as presented in Figure 2. From the perspective of the time value curve, two intuitive and quick comprehensions are highlighted. One is that, after a civil aviation disaster, the sooner the responsive actions are taken, the higher the time value is. The other is that when the starting time of rescue activities is later than the critical waiting time \(\tau\) the time value decreases rapidly. These comprehensions are in accordance with the general changing law in an emergency situation. We call the response time \(\tau\) the critical time, similar to regarding 72 hours as the critical time during earthquake disasters.

The analysis of the nonhomogeneous time value explains the dynamic mechanism of a civil aviation disaster and can aid decision-making in terms of uncertainty and violation. In
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addition, clarifying the time value enables an evaluation of the severity and more accurately predicts losses, which improves the economic and reasonable distribution of emergency sources. For example, the volume of emergency resources to be distributed can be evaluated when rescue organizations initiate responsive actions by using the time value curve, which will decrease additional operational costs and opportunity risk losses. Using a numerical example, if the time value is 50 at time 10, then rescue units should distribute 50 units of emergency materials (e.g., blood bags, defibrillators) when rescue units arrive at time 10. Distributing 40 units of emergency materials will result in 10 units of opportunity losses, and 55 units will result in a waste of 5 units, because the emergency materials are perishable and fragile. This further demonstrates the importance of a response time before critical $t$.

In this paper, the evaluation of time value depends on the total losses when rescue units cannot arrive in time and opportunity losses. Generally, with societal and economic development, the air industry has thrived and prospered, now needing a stronger responsive ability to avoid losses. Therefore, ways to increase time value should shift from how to save response time to how to decrease the death rate after a civil aviation disaster. In this regard, the common and popular means are improving responsiveness by the fast-preliminary strategy and enhancing service capacity by the sufficient soft and hard investment. One strategy of the fast-preliminary response for airports is to take fast and preliminary actions using stored emergency materials prepared in advance, which has a cost of insufficient service capacity; that is to say, this fast-preliminary response will not have enough capacity to control the death rate. The strategy of enhancing service capacity is following naturally, but the service capacity is constrained by limited emergency resources within a short time window. Thus, modeling and verifying the responsiveness and service capacity will help emergency managers design time-efficient and value-efficient response system.

4. Benefits from Increased Responsiveness by Fast-Preliminary Response

The preceding analysis demonstrates the social benefits of decreasing delays for emergency response. To derive the benefits of a fast-preliminary strategy, we analyze two emergency response systems, namely, a medical department emergency response system (MDERS) where no airport takes responsive action after a disaster and an integrated emergency response system (IER) where an airport initiates a fast-preliminary response and medical departments take responsive actions later. Viewing the medical department emergency system as a benchmark, then we can obtain the benefits of improved responsiveness by letting the saved people in the integrated emergency response system minus that in Medical Department System. In practice, this minus can be done between two similar civil aviation accidents in different time or different place, one accident rescue with the fast-preliminary response and the other one without.

Combining assumptions (3) and (4) in Section 3.1 with the analysis above, the death rate curve changes after taking action, as shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the solid lines represent the real death rate trend after taking responsive action, while the dotted lines represent the initial death rate trend if no responsive action is adopted. From the piecewise function, two scenarios ($t_d \geq T'$ and $t_d \leq T'$) are discussed. Here, we assume that the service capacity is invariant, and this is reasonable because the fast-preliminary strategy just works before the medical departments’ arrival within a short time window.

4.1. Benefits of Integrated Emergency Response Systems Where $t_d \geq T'$

Based on the assumptions that $0 \leq t_a \leq \bar{t}$ and $\bar{t} \leq t_h \leq T$, with $u$ denoting the constant service rate of an airport's fast-preliminary response, the death rate function is as follows:

\[ \nu^c(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{A t^\alpha}{\alpha} & 0 \leq t \leq t_a, \\ \frac{A t^\alpha - u}{\alpha} & t_a \leq t \leq \bar{t}, \\ -B(t - \bar{t})^\beta + \frac{A t^\alpha - u}{\alpha} & \bar{t} \leq t \leq T. \end{cases} \]  

Using the integral expressions for expected opportunity losses, the expected benefits $E_h$ when medical departments
take actions in time without a fast-preliminary response are computed as follows:

\[
E_h = \int_{t_h}^{T} \left( -B (t - \bar{T})^\beta + A \bar{F}_a \right) dt \\
= -B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} (T - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} + A\bar{F}_a T + B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} - A\bar{F}_a t_h. 
\]

Similarly, the expected benefits \(E_i\) when airports initiate fast-preliminary responses with a constant service rate are calculated as follows:

\[
E_i = \int_{t}^{T} A\bar{F}_a dt + \int_{T}^{t} \left( -B (t - \bar{T})^\beta + A \bar{F}_a \right) dt \\
= -B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} (T - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} + A\bar{F}_a T + B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} (t - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} - A\bar{F}_a t
\]

where \(T'\) satisfies \(-B(T' - \bar{T})^\beta + A\bar{F}_a - u = 0\) and \(T' \leq T\).

Airports initiate a fast-preliminary response if it is more beneficial to rescue casualties; otherwise, this response should be discarded, which causes great additional operational costs. The following relationship should be constructed ((8) minus (7)):

\[
\pi^1 = B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} \left[ (T' - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} - (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} \right] - A\bar{F}_a (T' - t_h) + u (T' - t_a) \geq 0. 
\]

Because \(B = A(T'/(T - \bar{T})^\beta)\) and

\[
(T' - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} - (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} = (T' - t_h) \left( (T' - \bar{T})^\beta + \cdots + (T' - \bar{T}) (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} + (t_h - \bar{T})^\beta \right), 
\]

then

\[
u(T' - t_a) \geq A\bar{F}_a (T' - t_h) \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\beta + 1} \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\beta} \frac{(T' - \bar{T})^{\beta-n} (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta-n}}{(T - \bar{T})^\beta} \right) \right]. 
\]

From the above condition, we can conclude that (1) if \(T' \leq t_h\), then \(u \geq A\bar{F}_a [1 - (t_h - \bar{T})^\beta/(T - \bar{T})^\beta];\) in this instance \(v_{h_a} \in [0, T^*]\), a fast-preliminary response is good. (2) If \(T' > t_h\), a fast-preliminary response is good when \(t_a \leq t_{a,LM}\) is asked.

Denoting \(t_{a,LM}\) the latest response time in an airport's fast-preliminary strategy, we calculated

\[
t_{a,LM} = \frac{(\beta + 1) t_h (T - \bar{T})^\beta - (\beta T' + \bar{T}) (T' - \bar{T})^\beta - (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1}}{(\beta + 1) \left( (T - \bar{T})^\beta - (T' - \bar{T})^\beta \right)}. 
\]

(1) First, \(\pi_{a,LM}/\partial t_h \geq 0\). This expression illustrates the responsiveness of a fast-preliminary response allied with the responsiveness of the emergency system. If the original responsiveness of a medical department is slow, a fast-preliminary response has a relaxed standard. Thus, improving the responsiveness of medical departments may obviously improve the performance of responsive work. Second, we have \(\pi_{a,LM}/\partial T' \geq 0\). For a disaster with a certain severity measured by death rate and duration time, a longer duration of the disaster means a slower death rate, reducing the sensitivity of the time factor. Therefore, speed can be reduced when the degree of injury is relatively low to improve the quality of a fast-preliminary response through complete information and full preparation. Last, \(\pi_{a,LM}/\partial T' \leq 0\). If the airport wants to decrease the death rate to zero earlier through a fast-preliminary response, stronger emergency capacity is needed. Essentially, a more efficient service capacity is required, which decreases the requirement of response time, leading to a looser latest response time. Thus, in order to design the fast-preliminary strategy, the latest response time of airport should be considered one key indicator, as well as the improved performance.

(2) \(\pi_{a,LM}/\partial t_a = A\bar{F}_a [1 - (t_h - \bar{T})^\beta/(T - \bar{T})^\beta]\), which is nonnegative since \(t_h \leq T\). We note that every unit increase of a medical department's responsiveness, that is, a shorter medical department response time, decreases the improved performance of a fast-preliminary response by \(A\bar{F}_a [1 - (t_h - \bar{T})^\beta/(T - \bar{T})^\beta]\) units. In addition, the decrements increase when the medical department's responsiveness increases, which illustrates that responsiveness plays a significant role in improving the level of emergency management. The above analysis demonstrates that a fast-preliminary strategy can be discarded if the medical department has sufficient responsive ability.

(3) \(\pi_{a,LM}/\partial T = -A\bar{F}_a \beta (T' - \bar{T})^{\beta+1} - (t_h - \bar{T})^{\beta+1})/(\beta + 1)(T - \bar{T})^{\beta+1}) \leq 0\) because of \(t_h \leq T' \leq T\). Obviously, the efficiency of a fast-preliminary response decreases when the disaster duration increases, while the decrement decreases. This expression provides the theoretical basis that a fast-preliminary strategy may be wasteful when the duration of a civil aviation disaster is long enough; in other words, the severity of the disaster is serious enough. This conclusion must be verified by actual data, because not enough information is available to support it.
(4) \( \frac{\partial \eta^t}{\partial T'} = -A\eta^t((\beta(T' - t_a)(T' - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1}))/(T - \bar{t}r_{\beta}), \)
which is nonpositive. Understandably, improved performance is conﬁned, because of the long service duration consequent to a low service rate. However, the effect of service capacity on improved performance decreases when service duration increases. In other words, the few service rate increments from a low service rate have no signiﬁcant contribution, while the few service rate increments from a high service rate may have a great contribution. Thus, a fast-preliminary response should not be initiated when the airport is not fully prepared.

(5) Compared to the situation where the service capacity is exponentially decaying with \( \eta_0e^{-\delta(t-t_0)} \), we find that a fast-preliminary strategy may be wasteful when the severity of the disaster is serious enough. For the effects of the duration of the disaster, we have \( \frac{\partial \pi^t}{\partial t} = -(A\eta^t\beta((T' - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1}) - (t_h - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1}))/((\beta + 1)(T - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1}) and \( |\frac{\partial \pi^t}{\partial T}| \leq |\frac{\partial \eta^t}{\partial T}| \), and the improved performance by a decaying service capacity is less sensitive to disaster severity. As we all know, a sufﬁcient emergency preparation in airport can hold the service capacity constant; therefore, if the disaster is serious, with a decaying service capacity (insufﬁcient emergency preparation in fast-preliminary response), even not implementing a fast response is appreciated, which is counterintuitive.

4.2. Beneﬁts of Integrated Emergency Response Systems Where \( t_d \leq T' \). The integrated emergency response system is now formulated for airports’ fast-preliminary response and the response of medical departments. In this instance, the medical department’s response can be allowed to delay collecting complete information for emergency distribution decisions based on the premise of implementing a fast-preliminary response, meaning \( t_d \geq t_h \). Thus, we study here the effect of the delay on the latest response time and efﬁciency of a fast-preliminary response. To provide closed-form expressions, we model the delay in a speciﬁc situation where the service rate of an airport’s fast response is a constant value.

Similarly, based on the death rate for integrated emergency system in Figure 4, the expected beneﬁts \( E_i \) when medical departments take action in time with no fast-preliminary response are computed as in (7).

While the expected beneﬁts of the integrated emergency system \( E_i \) will be expressed as (13), here, we assume \( t_d \leq T' \), which is the same when no medical department response is implemented.

\[
E = \int_{t_d}^{T} A\eta^t dt + \int_{t_d}^{T} \left( -B(t - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t) dt \right.
\]

\[\left. - \left[ \int_{t_d}^{T} (A\eta^t - u) dt \right. \right.

\[\left. + \int_{t_d}^{T} (A\eta^t - u) dt \right), \]

\[\left. -(t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t - u) (T - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t - u) dt \right] = -B \frac{1}{\beta + 1} \left( T - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t - u \right) \]

\[\left. - (t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t - u) + u \frac{1}{\beta + 1} \left( t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta} + A\eta^t - u \right) \right) + u \left( t_d - t_a \right). \]

By using (13) and subtracting (8), we obtain the improved performance by the integrated emergency system compared to only the medical department response, as shown in (14).

\[
\pi = \frac{1}{\beta + 1} \left( t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1} - (t_h - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1}) \right.
\]

\[\left. - A\eta^t \left( t_d - t_h \right) + u \left( t_d - t_a \right) \right) . \]

Based on this expression and the analysis above, the following conclusions are deduced.

(1) When the medical department response time is late in the integrated emergency system, small improvements in the medical department’s responsiveness will greatly relax an airport’s fast responsiveness, since \( t_{aM} = t_d - (A\eta^t/u)(t_d - t_h) + (B/u)(1/(\beta + 1))(t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1} - (t_h - \bar{t}r_{\beta+1})) \), where the ﬁrst-order derivative \( t_d \) is nonpositive because of \( t_d \leq T' \). When \( t_d = T' \), the latest response time is at its smallest value. The decremented units by every incremental unit of delay time \( t_d = 1 - (A\eta^t/u)(1 - (t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta}/(T - \bar{t}r_{\beta}) \), which increases with the increase of delay time \( t_d \).

(2) When the medical department response time is late in the integrated emergency system, small improvements in a medical department’s responsiveness will greatly improve performance for the integrated emergency system, as computed by the ﬁrst-order derivative expression, \( \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial t_d} = -A\eta^t((T' - \bar{t}r_{\beta} - (t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta}))/((T - \bar{t}r_{\beta} \), which is nonpositive. In addition, the second-order derivative \( \frac{\partial^2 \pi}{\partial t_d^2} = A\eta^t((\beta(t_d - \bar{t}r_{\beta}))/((T - \bar{t}r_{\beta}) \geq 0 \) indicates that the sensitivity of delay time \( t_d \) increases with the length of waiting time for being dealt with by medical departments.

(3) High medical department responsiveness brings stresses for improving responsive performance by adopting a fast-preliminary strategy. As such, \( \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial t_h} = A\eta^t(1 - (t_h - \bar{t}r_{\beta}))/((T - \bar{t}r_{\beta}) \), which indicates that the initial response time in the medical department emergency system has the same effects on improved performance through a fast-preliminary strategy in the only airport response emergency system as that in the integrated emergency system.
(4) A fast-preliminary strategy should be discarded when the severity of the disaster is high, since \( \partial \pi^2/\partial T^2 = -(A^2 \beta(t_d - \bar{t})^\beta - (t_h - \bar{t})^\beta)/((\beta + 1)(T - \bar{t})^\beta) \leq 0 \) and \( |\partial \pi^2/\partial T| \leq |\partial \pi^1/\partial T| \). Note that the duration of the disaster negatively affects improved performance, which can also be explained as follows. If the disaster seems very serious, a fast-preliminary strategy is not that beneficial, and the effect of reduction on the only airport response emergency system is more obvious.

(5) A fast-preliminary response is more efficient and beneficial if the airport has a high service capacity. In addition, improved performance by increasing the service rate in the only airport response emergency system is greater than that in the integrated emergency system. This conclusion is demonstrated by \( \partial \pi^2/\partial T^2 = -(A^2 \beta(t_d - t_o)\gamma/\gamma^\beta - (t_h - t_o)\gamma/\gamma^\beta - (T - \bar{t})^\beta) \leq 0 \) and \( |\partial \pi^2/\partial T| \leq |\partial \pi^1/\partial T| \). Thus, the medical department response strategy should be discarded if the airport has a high service capacity, which can greatly decrease the responsive costs of medical departments and emergency systems.

5. Welfare Gains from Increased Service Capacity

This content applies and extends existing welfare estimation techniques to measure the welfare gains from an increased service capacity made available through an increased service rate. In our paper, welfare means the reduced emergency supplies. Therefore, although the enhanced service capacity saved more people, we do not evaluate it. And the only welfare gains underestimate the whole benefits of increased service capacity by investment. To do this, we define the total effect of increased service capacity on welfare as the difference in the emergency expenditure function before and after improving service capacity, as measured by the compensating variation [34]. We define the service capacity as the saved rate, that is, how much people is saved every minute, which means larger is better. Here, let \( r = 1/u; \) a smaller \( r \) is better.

\[
CV = e (\tau_0, \theta_1) - e (\tau_1, \theta_1), \tag{15}
\]

where \( \tau_0 \) and \( \tau_1 \) are the parameters of service time of pre- and post-improved response service capacity, respectively, and \( \theta_1 \) is the post-improved level of responsiveness utility. In effect, (15) measures the length of emergency service time, which must be compensated to be as well as after improving service capacity.

To apply (15) in practice, we specify a standard log-linear rescue function for casualties (i.e., number of casualties rescued) in a civil aviation disaster by the emergency response, as shown in (16), since the log-linear function fits various data well [34].

\[
r (\tau, s) = H \tau^\gamma s^\varepsilon, \tag{16}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the service time for one casualty when a fast emergency response is taken after a disaster, \( s \) is the limited emergency supplies capacity (the gross working time of rescue or the ending time of the response), \( \gamma \) is the elasticity of service time, and \( \varepsilon \) is the elasticity of supplies capacity. Following the literature [30], we adopted Roy's identity to rewrite (16) as a function of the indirect utility function:

\[
\Phi(\tau, s) = \frac{\partial \Phi (\tau, s) / \partial \tau}{\partial \Phi (\tau, s) / \partial s}, \tag{17}
\]

where \( \Phi(\tau, s) \) is the indirect utility function, a decreasing function of \( r \), and increasing function of \( s \). Solving this partial differential equation gives

\[
\Phi (\tau, s) = -H \frac{\tau^{1+\gamma}}{1+\gamma} + \frac{s^{1-\varepsilon}}{1-\varepsilon}, \tag{18}
\]

and the emergency expenditure function:

\[
e (\tau, \theta) = \left[ \left(1 - \varepsilon \right) \left( \theta + \frac{1+\gamma}{1+\gamma} \right)^{1/(1-\varepsilon)} \right]. \tag{19}
\]

Combining (15) and (19), the welfare gain from increased responsiveness can be provided by

\[
CV = \left[ \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{1+\gamma} - (\tau_0 \rho_0 - \tau_1 \rho_1) + s^{1-\varepsilon} \right]^{1/(1-\varepsilon)} - s, \tag{20}
\]

where CV is the compensating variation, \( \varepsilon \) is the emergency supplies elasticity estimate, \( \gamma \) is the unit service time elasticity, \( s \) is the emergency supplies capacity, \( (\tau_1, \rho_1) \) are the unit service time and rescue quantity after improving service capacity, and \( (\tau_0, \rho_0) \) are the unit service time and rescue quantity before improving service capacity.

As the working time of the emergency response can be extended until the disaster is under control, the effects of the elasticity of emergency supplies capacity can be ignored for typical emergency responses where working time would be sufficient. Applying this assumption, that is, \( \delta = 0 \), the equation of CV simplifies to

\[
CV = \frac{\tau_0 \rho_0 - \tau_1 \rho_1}{1+\gamma}. \tag{21}
\]

6. Computational Results

As part of our analysis, we use numerical methodologies to provide further insight into the analytical results in Sections 4 and 5. The data used in these experiments are inspired by the aviation accident reports of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), safety reports of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and accident reports of the State Administration of Work Safety. To provide a comprehensive computational analysis, two accident reports are adopted. One is for the Asiana Airlines Flight 214, Boeing 777-200ER, HL7742, in San Francisco, California on July 6, 2013. The other is for United Airlines Flight 232, McDonnell Douglas DC-1040, at Sioux Gateway Airport, Sioux City, Iowa on July 19, 1989, which is used as a benchmark for the
6.1. Estimated Values of Parameters and Models. The emergency response to this accident can be distinguished as two phases, namely, the airport’s fast-preliminary response (e.g., firefighting, extricating passengers, and rapid assessment of patients’ condition) and the medical department’s response. Although the original data collected are for the airport emergency response before 13:00, 92 minutes from the time of occurrence, the benefits of improved responsiveness made available through a fast-preliminary strategy can be evaluated. This situation can be viewed as a specific case where $t_d \geq T^*$. Furthermore, improved medical department responsiveness in the integrated emergency response time can also be estimated, which is helpful in designing time strategies for airports and medical departments in the integrated emergency response system. The response times and service times of the airport emergency response system are presented in Table 1.

Based on the announced time of death, we estimate the death rate of the integrated emergency response system where both the airport and medical department take responsive actions at 5 min and 92 min from the time of occurrence. At 92 min, the death rate is zero, because of the medical department response, which is consistent with our assumption. In the process of emergency response, the times of death for three fatalities are announced at 11:44, 11:49, and 12:06, which are 16 minutes, 21 minutes, and 38 minutes from the time of occurrence at 11:28. As presented in Figure 5, the dashed line is the mean death rate and the solid line is the simulated death rate. The simulated death rate appears valid in our empirical context, because the death rate changes during the disaster. Moreover, the slow increasing velocity and fast decrease make that the disaster can be controlled quickly. Therefore, our results based on this estimated death rate underestimate the true gains from improved responsiveness.

Throughout this empirical case, we compute the beneficial gains for both improved responsiveness and increased service capacity by using the expressions derived in Sections 4 and 5. First, we present the estimated death rate functions under responsive action and no responsive action as follows:

$$v(t) = \begin{cases} 
4.13 \times 10^{-7} t^{4.3} & 0 \leq t \leq 21, \\
-0.1412(t - 21)^{0.12} + 0.2 & 21 \leq t \leq 39, \\
4.13 \times 10^{-7} t^{4.3} & 0 \leq t \leq 5, \\
-0.1412(t - 21)^{0.12} + 0.55 & 21 \leq t \leq T,
\end{cases} \quad (22)$$

where $T$ is the death ending time without responsive action and $\int_0^{92} v''(t)dt = 42$, which is less than the number of serious casualties (52), indicating that the estimated death rate functions appear to be applicable.

6.2. Benefit of the Integrated Emergency Response System. The benefit of the integrated emergency response system is calculated as the difference in the number of relieved casualties with and without an airport’s fast-preliminary response. Since this empirical case lacks data on medical department response time in the medical department emergency response system where only the medical department takes responsive action, we evaluate it based on actual data on the velocity of ambulances and the distance between medical departments and the airport. Based on accident reports from the 1960s to the 1980s, the fast-preliminary response was weakly prepared for and underequipped, where the medical department response time in the medical department emergency response system ranges from 25 min to 90 min. The benefits of the integrated emergency response system compared to the medical department emergency response system are computed and displayed in Table 2.

In Table 2, the estimated benefits increase when the responsiveness of the medical department’s medical department emergency response system decreases. Separated by time at 38 min, the increments of benefits increase drastically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_a$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$t_d$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>19 min</td>
<td>92 min</td>
<td>0.35 persons/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Benefits of an integrated emergency system for different medical department emergency responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 6: Benefits of an integrated emergency system as a function of $t_a$ and $t_h$.

but decrease both before and after the 38 min. This indicates that a fast-preliminary strategy would be more beneficial when the medical department has a low responsive ability. In this instance, improved performance increases from 6 to 36 casualties when the responsiveness of the medical department emergency response system is low.

6.3. Welfare Gains from Increased Service Capacity. The welfare gains from increased service capacity can be estimated using the newly developed methodology. As mentioned in the accident report on United Airlines Flight 232, 7 firefighters worked 30 minutes to extricate all casualties, and 34 ambulances worked 60 minutes to rapidly assess all casualties. Therefore, the service times of one person in the United Airlines Flight 232 crash are 7.6 min/person (30/296 × 7 + 60/296 × 34), totaling 296 casualties and 111 deaths (111×0.1 = 11.1). In comparison, the service times of one person in the Asiana Airlines Flight 214 crash are 2.87 min/person, with a total of 307 casualties and 3 deaths. In addition, the elasticity of service time is estimated based on $r(r, s) = Hrs^2$, and the estimated service time elastic is $\gamma = -0.066$. Using the above information, the evaluated welfare gains from the increased service capacity of a fast-preliminary response are approximately 1385 units of emergency supplies, noted that the outcomes are conservative with a relatively small discount factor.

6.4. Sensitivity Analysis. Finally, the sensitivity of parameters is analyzed to obtain insights into an efficient emergency response system design. Using the base numbers estimated for the Asiana Airlines Flight 214 crash, we vary the values for the key factors of the design of an emergency response system: the response time of airport $t_a$, service rate of the airport $u$, and medical department response time in an integrated emergency response system $t_d$. We also examine factors pertaining to the latest response time $t_a^M$. We selected the ranges for these parameters based on representative values for accident response in a range of civil aviation disasters. That is, $t_a \in [0, 10]$, corresponding to a waiting time between 0 and 10 minutes; $u \in [0, 2]$, corresponding to rapid assessment accounting for at least 0.5 minutes; and $t_d \in [25, 360]$, corresponding to the estimated data on types of disasters.

Figure 6 shows the value of performance increments of the integrated emergency response system as a function of airport response time $t_a$, as well as medical department response time in the only medical department emergency response system $t_h$. The marginal value of increased responsiveness becomes important for lower values of airport response time and higher values of only medical department response time. In some cases, substantial benefits are gained from considering a less responsive medical department emergency response system. Conversely, when the medical department emergency system has higher responsiveness, a cost-efficient integrated emergency response system is favored, and even the value of time is high. Therefore, the emergency manager must be aware of the balance of adopting either responsive or cost-efficient emergency response systems.

Figure 7 shows that, for the medical department emergency response system, where waiting time for casualties is considerable, both the impact of an airport’s service capacity and medical department response time in the integrated emergency system significantly benefit the integrated emergency response system. In addition, the airport’s service rate has a positive linear impact on the benefit from increased responsiveness made available through an airport’s fast-preliminary strategy in the integrated emergency response system. However, the medical department response time in the integrated emergency system has a negative effect. The second diagram in Figure 7 illustrates that the negative impact of medical department response time in the integrated emergency system is obscure and reduces to zero when it is
later than 38 min in this empirical example. This is because the response time value decreases with the decreasing death rate with time after the critical point.

Finally, Figure 8 shows the latest response time of an airport in the integrated emergency response system as a function of the service rate (related to service capacity). The latest airport response time is more sensitive to $u$, because a less severe crash afforded casualties an increased waiting time for relief in the Asiana Airlines Flight 214 crash. Furthermore, Figures 6–8 clarify that if the strategies of improved responsiveness and service rate become more lenient—both responsiveness and service capacity increase—the integrated emergency response system may be imperative to the main value in small-scale disasters. In other words, strategies for today’s airport responses should be reengineered in the future. For example, the primary concern for a large-scale accident may be to increase responsiveness, while for a small-scale accident, it may be to increase service capacity, which requires more waiting time to fully prepare.

7. Conclusions

Considering the two potential effects of improved responsiveness made available through a fast-preliminary strategy in the integrated emergency response system and increased service capacity with the development of soft and hard investment in emergency response, our study described the response time value curve during a civil aviation disaster. Furthermore, the study evaluated the benefits derived from improved responsiveness viewed the medical department response system as a benchmark. Finally, it developed a new methodology to measure the welfare gains from increased service capacity with reference to existing welfare estimation techniques of compensating variation. By highlighting the
interaction between airports’ fast-preliminary response and medical departments’ subsequent response and by addressing the latest response time of an airport, this study makes several important theoretical and practical contributions to the field of management, especially emergency management.

This research extended the application of emergency response strategies. On the one hand, our study represents a first effort to quantify gains to understand and evaluate the value proposition of improved emergency response systems. On the other, our research applies and extends these methodologies to quantify the important welfare impact of increased service capacity on the development of soft and hard investment in emergency response. Two empirical examples were applied in our study. We determined that the benefit of an integrated emergency response system is between 5 and 36 casualties in these two cases, and the welfare gains based on increased investment in emergency response are conservatively 1385 units of emergency supplies. Here, the welfare of 13845 emergency supplies indicates that the ending time of emergency response will be in advance with (23 + number of emergency supplies) hours; for example, the increased service capacity can help the 1989 accident response terminate ahead of 0.56 hours. However, the saved people because of the enhanced service capacity are not computed in our paper, which can be worked out with the response time value function.

Furthermore, with high levels of probability for accidents and traveling populations, airports face significant emergency management challenges. To deal with these, airport managers must reduce the potential impact of an accident on their operations and develop appropriate financial safety nets. From an international perspective, many airports have committed to achieving ambitious emergency goals. However, most struggle to bridge the gap between their aspiration and the practical steps needed to achieve their objectives. The evaluation of the value proposition of emergency response systems in this study provides an important view by which to address this problem.

Our theoretical study has generated numerous practical implications that warrant further analysis. First, based on our study, airport decision-makers need to more clearly define their response time and implement procedures to improve service capacity during an emergency response. Service capacity can be achieved by improving technological capabilities or training soft skills, while, in terms of how it functions or being even better, all operations should move away from a single sector to a cross-sectorial approach. This specialization will improve service capacity. Moreover, the decision to select or not select a fast-preliminary strategy should consider the severity of the disaster and medical department responsiveness without an airport’s first response.

Our work provides several avenues for future research. A natural extension of our study is to consider the network designs and supply chain management aspects existing between airports and suppliers [35]. This examination will provide an opportunity to develop models that evaluate the coordination mechanisms and relationships between airports, governments, the public, and businesses [36]. In addition, there is an opportunity to study the multistage stochastic or dynamic programming aspects related to emergency management. By further step, operational costs should be introduced into benefit or welfare gains, and the methodologies should be examined and modified by using a rich data set.
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